islamic mission in sub-saharan africa ence of this institution in Egyptian society, but rather to study the opinions held by Azharº and African {ulam¸} (and {ulam¸} apprentices) on the state and evolution of Islam in African societies in the 1960s and 1970s. The focus of attention will be their respective perspectives as transmitted through the Ma¯allat al-Azhar. Nearly every issue during this period included an article describing in detail an African country in which Muslims constitute a majority or minority. The journal was particularly interested in the evolution of the expansion of Islam and the Arabic language, on the one hand, and on the other the way they were taught. Similar descriptions of Asian countries were also included. Regardless of the region in which the country was located, the article appeared with a sub-heading in the section al-wa«an al-isl¸mº (Islamic nation or Islamic country). The topic of teaching Islam and the Arabic language was also frequently touched on within a series of articles entitled al-isl¸m wa}l-luÚa al-{arabºya fº mustaqbal Ifrºqiy¸ al-¯adºda (Islam and the Arabic language in the future of the new Africa). Articles like these were more precisely mission reports, written by {ulam¸} and administrators of al-Azhar who had been sent to Africa by the Department of Islamic Missions (Id¸rat al-bu{¢t al-isl¸mºya) on various occasions.
In the following I shall examine the historical context of Egypt and al-Azhar within which these articles were written. Where did the new interest of al-Azhar and Egypt in Africa originate? What was the changing historical context in the African countries in question?
In July 1952, the political system in Egypt underwent a radical change: the monarchy was overthrown by a group of officers who called themselves the "free officers" (¤ubb¸« al-a¥r¸r). Nasser, one 
